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QUADRATIC INTEGRATION OF GAUSSIAN PROCESSES

T. F. LIN

Abstract. Let x(t), 0 < t < r, be a Gaussian process whose covariance function

R(s, t) satisfies certain conditions. If G(x) satisfies some mild condition, then the

quadratic integral L2-lim'2,kG(x(tk))&x(tk)2 along any sequence of paritions of

[0, T] whose mesh goes to zero exists. The differential rule for x(t) is also derived.

0. Introduction. Let x(/), 0 < / < 1, be a Gaussian process with covariance

function R(s, /), 0 < s, t < 1. In studying some connections between Gaussian

processes and boundary value problems, Baxter showed, under certain conditions,

(see [1, Theorem 1, p. 522], or [6, Theorem 20.4, p. 297]) that the quadratic

variation of x(/) over [0, 1] is

lim 22Ax(/,)2 =['/(/) dt (0.1)

where tk = tg = k2~n, 0 < k < 2", Ax(tk) = x(tk + x) - x(tk), 0 < k < 2" - 1, and

where/(/), 0 < / < 1, is defined by

/(/) = lim {/?(/ + A, /) - R(t, t)}/h - lim {R(t + A, /) - R(t, t)}/h.    (0.2)

This result was later extended to a wider class of processes (see [5], [2], [4]). The

limit in (0.1) is L2-convergent (as well as almost sure convergent). If G(y) is a nice

function of y, it is not hard to prove that

{2" — 1 )
2o G(x(tk))Ax(tk)2\ = f{/o'g(x(/))/(/) dt}. (0.3)

From (0.1) and (0.3), it is reasonable to conjecture that the quadratic integral of

G(x(t)) w.r.t. x(/) is

L2- lim 2¿ ' G(x(tk))Ax(tk)2 = /* ' G(x(/))/(/) dt. (0.4)
n^00   yt = 0 •'O

We shall prove that this is really the case under some suitable conditions.

Some basic properties of normal distributions are listed in §1. The proof of (0.4)

is given in §2. As an application, Ito's lemma for x(/) is derived in the last section.

1. Basic properties. In this section, we list some properties of Gaussian distribu-

tion which will be needed in the next section. Since the proofs of these properties

are routine, they are omitted.
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Property 1.1. Let X be a normal random variable with mean 0 and variance a2.

Then for each m > 0, there exists a constant cm such that E{(X2 — a2)m) = cmam.

Property 1.2. Let Yx, Y2 have a bivariate normal distribution with means ju„ ^

and variances a2, a2 respectively. Let p denote their covariance. Then

EY2Y2 = a\a\ + 2p2 + tfo2 + jwfa2 + 4ju.,/i2p + /i2ju2.

Let random variables Z„ 1 < / < 4, have a multivariate normal distribution with

zero means. Let B = (b¡f) denote their covariance matrix and let Bkj denote the

cofactor of btJ for each i,j. Let C = (cy) denote the covariance matrix of Z„ Z2, Z3

and let Cu denote the cofactor of ctj. Then we have

Property 1.3. The conditional density N(zx, z2\z3, z4) of Z„ Z2 given Z3 = z3,

Z4 = z4 is bivariate normal. Let mx, m2; Vx, V2; T denote the conditional means,

variances and covariance respectively. Then

m\ =  {(^12-023 _  Ä13^22)z3 + (^12^24 _  B\4B2l)z4}/ (fill522 _ ßn)>

™2 = {(Ä12Jß13 - BxxB23)z3 + (BX2BX4 - BxxB24)z4}/(BxxB22 - B2X2),

V, = B22\B\/ (BXXB22 - B2X2),        V2 = BXX\B\/ (fi,,^ - B2X2),

T=BX2\B\/(B2X2- BXXB22) (1.1)

where \B\ denotes the determinant of B.

Property 1.4. The conditional density N(zx, z2\z3) of Zx, Z2 given Z3 = z3 is

bivariate normal. Let wf, wf; Vf, ¥%; T* denote the conditional means, variances

and covariance respectively. Then

m\* = (CX2C23 — Cx3C22)z3/ (CXXC22 — C22),

m2 = \CX2CX3 — CxxC23)z3/ (Cut^ — Cx2),

V\ = C22\C\/ (CXXC22 - C22),    V* = CXX\C\I (C.jCjj - cx\),

r* = c12|q/(c22- cxxc22), (1.2)

where \C\ denotes the determinant of C.

2. Main result. Throughout the rest of this article, let x(/), 0 < / < T, denote a

Gaussian process with mean function m(t) and covariance function R(s, /). Assume

that m(t) has a bounded first derivative for 0 < / < F and that R(s, t) satisfies

conditions

(Rl) R(s, t) is continuous in (s, t) and has continuous first partial derivatives in

{(s, /): 0 < s < / < T} (including one-sided partial derivatives at the boundary).

(R2)|F.(i + ds, t + dt) - R(s + as, t) - R(s, t + dt) + R(s, t)\ < constant\dsdt\

for s ¥= t.

(R3) R(t, t)R(s, s) - R(s, t)2 > 0 for 5 ^= / (this condition will be dropped later,

see Remark 1).

Condition (Rl) implies that/(/), as defined by (0.2), exists and is bounded and

continuous for 0 < / < T. One can check easily that /(/) is nonnegative.
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Theorem 2.1. Let G be a polynomial or a bounded continuous function. Then the

L2-limit of ~2kG(x(tk))Ax(tk)2, along any sequence of partitions Pn = {tk}, n > 1, of

[0, T] whose mesh d„ goes to 0, exists and equals foG(x(t))f(t) dt. (Recall Ax(tk) =

*('*+i) - •*('*)•)

We shall prove Theorem 2.1 for the case m(t) = 0 only. For the case m(t) ^ 0,

the proof is similar to that of the special case G(x) = 1 (see [1, pp. 524-525]). For

each partition P„ = {tk}, let atJ = F{Ax(/,)Ax(/y)}. Then conditions (Rl) and (R2)

imply

a,j = 0(AtiAtJ),       i ¥>j,

akk = f(tk)Atk + o(Atk),

where the Landau notations O(-) and o(-) are uniform in i,j, k as dn —»0 and

where A/m = tm+x - tm for m = i,j, k.

Given £ > 0, condition (R3) implies that there exists Mc > 0 such that, for

\t - s\ > e,

R(t, t)R(s, s) - R(s, tf > Me. (2.2)

Let Ie = {(i,j): |/,. - tj\ > e, /(/,) > e, /(/,) > e}. For (i,j) G It, let z, = Ax(/,.),

z2 = Ax(tj), z3 = x(/,), z4 = x(tj) and let B = (bkm) denote their covariance matrix

as in §1. Then bxx = au, b22 = a¡j, b^b^ - b24= R(t¡, t,)R(tj, /,) - R(t¡, tf)2. From

the assumption on R(s, t), it is clear that

_ Í 0(A/,),     k = \,m = 3,4;m = l,k = 3,4,

km " | O(Atj),     k = 2,m=3,4;m = 2,k = 3,4. ( ' '

Therefore, after expanding each cofactor Bkm, 1 < k, m < 4, (2.1) and (2.3) imply

that

Bxx = aMD + 0{Atj),    B22 = auD + 0(A/2),

Bx2 = a¡JD + 0(AtiAtJ),   Bkm = 0(AtiAtJ),       k= 1,2, m = 3,4,

BXXB22 - B\2 = (ainj - a^D2 + 0(A/2A/,) + 0(A/,.A//),

fi12523 _  513fi22 =   0{AifAtj) =  512Ä24 -  BX4B22,

BX2BX3 - BXXB23 = 0(A/,A//) = BX2BX4 - BXXB24,

\B\ = aHa}]D + 0{At2AtJ) = (aiñj - a^D + 0{At2AtJ), (2.4)

where D = ¿33644 - ¿>24. From (1.1), (2.1), (2.2), (2.4) and the fact that/(/,) > e,

/(/ ) > e, we see that

mx = 0(A/,)z3 + 0(A/,)z4,       m2 = 0(A/>)z3 + 0(A/,)z4,

K, = au + 0{Atf),       V2 = aJJ + 0{AtJ),       T = 0(AtiAtJ). (2.5)

Lemma 2.2. Let (i,j) G 7e. Then

F{Ax(/,.)2Ax(/,.)2|x(/,.) = z3,x(/,) = z4}

= a,a,7 + 0(A/2A/7) + 0(A/,A//) + Px(z3, z4)
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where Px(z3, z4) is a polynomial of z3, z4 of degree 4 with coefficients of order AtfAtj

or At¡At2.

Proof. From Property 1.2 and Property 1.3, we obtain

F{Ax(/,.)2Ax(/,)2|x(/,.) = z3,x(tj) = z4)

= // z2zlN(zx, z2\z3, z4) dzx dz2
R1

= VXV2 + 2T2 + m\V2 + m\Vx + 4m,»i2r + m\m\. (2.6)

Lemma 2.2 follows clearly from (2.6), (2.5) and (2.1).

By using a similar argument and the identity FA'2 = Va^A") + (EX)2, we can

show

Lemma 2.3. Let (i,j) G Ie. Then

£{Ax(/,.)2|x(/,.) = z3,x(tj) = z4} = a,. + 0(A/2) + P2(z3, z4),

E{Ax(tJ)2\x(tl) = z3, x(tj) = z4} = fly + 0(Atf) + P3(z3, z4),

where P2, P3 are homogeneous polynomials of degree 2. All of their coefficients are of

order A/2 and At2 respectively.

Let eu = G(x(ti))G(x(tJ))(Ax(ti)2 - û,,)(Ax(/,)2 - aj. Then

Corollary 2.4. Let G be as in Theorem 2.1. Then

lim     2    E{e¡j} =0.
"-"* (ij)ei.

Proof. Lemma 2.2 together with Lemma 2.3 imply that, for (i,f) G It,

E{eiJ) = E(E{eiJ\x(ti),x(tJ)})

= EiGix^Gix^OiAtfAtj) + 0{AtiAtf) + P4(x(/(), x(/,))]},

(2.7)

where P4(z3, z4) is a polynomial of z3, z4 of degree 4 with all its coefficients of order

A/?A/7 or A/,A//. The assumption on G implies that E{G(x(s))G(x(t)%x(s)Y[x(/)]«}

is bounded for fixed integers/», q > 0. Therefore, E{e¡j} = 0(At2Atj) + 0(AtiAtf).

Summing up (2.7) over (i,j) G Ie and letting n -* oo, Corollary 2.4 follows.

Lemma 2.5. Let Ix = {(*,/): |/, - /,| < e}. Then

lim
rt—»00

2    E{e¡J}
('V)e^i

< constant • e.

Proof. By applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality twice, we obtain

141 1/4
{e¡J}\ < {4g(x(/,))2G(x(/,))2]}1/2(4Ax(/,.)2 - a,.]4}'

■ {E[Ax(tjf - ajJ]A}X/\ (2.8)
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Let M = sup{[£{G(x(/))2G(x(j))2}]1/2; 0 < s, t < T). Then M is finite. Property

1.1 and (2.8) imply that

\E{eiJ}\<Mc2aiiaJj=0(AtiAtJ). (2.9)

Therefore,

2    E{eu)
(W)e/,

<2        2        \E{etJ)\<0(\)-e.
i    {y:|í,-f,|<e}

Lemma 2.5 follows by letting n —> oo in the above inequality.

Lemma 2.6. Let I2 = {(i,j): fit,) < e or/(/,) < e). Then

lim
«—»00

2     E{e¡J}
('J)e/2

< constant ■ i.

Proof. Let (i,j) G I2 and suppose that /(/,) < e. From (2.1) and the first

inequality of (2.9), we see that

\E{%}\< Mc24auajJ < eO(A/,A/,) + o(A/,.A/,). (2.10)

Note that (2.10) also holds if (i,j) G I2 and fitf) <e. Hence, after summing up

(2.10) over (i,j) G I2 and passing n —» oo, Lemma 2.6 follows.

From Corollary 2.4, Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6, we see that

L2- lim S G(x(/J)Ax(/,)2 = L2- lim £ G(x(tk))akk (2.11)
n^œ    k n-^co   k

if the L2-limit in the R.H.S. of (2.11) exists. This limit exists since

E{G(x(s))G(x(t))} is continuous in (s, /), akk = f(tk)Atk + o(Atk), and /(/) is

bounded continuous. This limit is denoted by JoG(x(t))f(t) dt. This completes the

proof of Theorem 2.1.

Remark 1. Condition (R3) is equivalent to the statement that x(s), x(t) are

linearly independent for s ^ t. In the proofs of Lemmas 2.2-2.3, if x(/,), x(tf) are

linearly dependent, then we use Property 1.4 instead of Property 1.3. It would not

affect the result of Lemmas 2.2-2.3. Therefore, Corollary 2.4 and, hence, Theorem

2.1 are still valid if we drop condition (R3).

Remark 2. From the process of the proof of Theorem 2.1, we see that condition

(R2) can be weakened to the statement that "For any e > 0, there exists Me such

that

\R(t + dt, s + ds) - R(t + dt, s) - R(t, s + ds) + R(t, s)\ < Me\dtds\

uniformly for s =h t except on a set with Lebesgue measure smaller than e". A

sufficient condition for this is that R(s, t) is of bounded variation.

3. Application. Let H(y) be a function of y. We shall denote fs'H(x(r)) dx(r) as

the L2-limit of ~ZkH(x(tk))Ax(tk) along any sequence of partitions of [s, t] whose

mesh goes to 0, when the limit exists.

Let U(x) be a function having bounded continuous U'(x), U"(x) and bounded

U'"(x). Then for 0 < s < t < T,
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U(x(t)) - U(x(s)) = "2  U'(x(tk))Ax(tk) + j 2  U"(x(tk))Ax(tk)2
k = 0 z k-0

+ i 2  U'"(yk)Ax(tkf = JX + J2 + J3, (3.1)
6 *=o

where /t = 5 + k(t - s)/n, 0 < k < n, Ax(tk) = x^^.,) - x(tk), 0 < k < n - 1,

and where yfc  is between x(/¿) and x(tk+x) for each A:.  Using the fact that

EAx(tk)2m = 0(akk) = 0(Atk) uniformly in k for each m > 1 and the Cauchy-

Schwarz inequality, we obtain

Urn E{J2} < || t/foo Hm    2   £{|Ax(/,)|3|Ax(/,.)|3}
kj = 0

< || qiL lim   "j:   0(At3k/2)0(AtJ/2) = 0, (3.2)
°° ^=0

where || U\\x is the supremum norm of U. Letting n ->oo in (3.1), Theorem 2.1 and

(3.2) imply that Jx converges in L2. Denoting the limit by Js'U'(x(r)) dx(r), we have

U(x(t)) - U(x(s)) = iyXx(r)) dx(r) + \ j"^'u"(x(r))f(r) dr.        (3.3)

A slight modification of the above proof shows that (3.3) holds also for the

polynomial U(x). The formal differential rule is

Theorem 3.1. Let U(t, x), 0 < / < T, x G R, have bounded continuous U'x(t, x),

U2(t, x), U22(t, x) and bounded U222(t, x) or be a polynomial of x with all the

coefficients continuously differentiable with respect to t. Then, for 0 < s < t < T

U(t, x(t)) = U(s, x(s)) + Vu'2(r, x(r)) dx(r)
Js

+ JT'{ U'x(r, x(r)) + i U£fr, x(r))f(r)} dr. (3.4)

Remark 3. The differential formula for a Gaussian process x(/) given in [3, (8.1)]

looks different from (3.4). This is because the definitions of l'U(x(r)) dx(r) are

different. Note that in [3, (8.1)], U(t, x) is 00-differentiable w.r.t. x and in Theorem

3.1, it is thrice differentiable w.r.t. x only.
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